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Abstract

Cipher-text retrieval plays an important role in data en-
cryption storage service under cloud environment. The
present sorting search algorithms have low precision due
to corresponding score computing with single local at-
tribute, which cannot accurately sort according to the
similarity. To solve this problem, we propose an effi-
cient and secure cipher-text retrieval scheme based on
mixed homomorphic encryption and multi-attribute sort-
ing method under cloud environment. This new scheme is
divided into four steps: 1) Constructing multiple attribute
characteristic vector safety index for documents; 2) Con-
structing reverse index for the uploaded documents and
generating vector set of document, then computing mod-
ule of each document vector; 3) Encrypting document vec-
tor set with homomorphic encryption and uploading them
into cloud; 4) Adopting multiple attribute score formula
to calculate document relevance score, according to the
scores ranking to return the interesting retrieval results
for users. Experiments show that our method has the
higher retrieval speed and the better retrieval efficiency
under cloud environment.
Keywords: Cipher-Text Retrieval; Cloud Environ-
ment; Homomorphic Encryption; Multi-Attribute Sorting
Method; Relevance Score

1 Introduction

Cloud computing [24, 25] is the comprehensive develop-
ment of parallel computing, distributed computing and
grid computing. Cloud has attracted widespread atten-
tion and recognition as it transfers the traditional com-
puting and storage functions into the cloud environment,
which saves lots of hardware cost for users. Currently,

the typical cloud platforms are EC2 [3], Google App En-
gine [11] and Microsoft Live Mesh. With the develop-
ment of cloud, more sensitive information (such as med-
ical records, financial information and important docu-
ments of company) are stored in cloud [1, 2]. Once the
data are received by cloud provider, users lose the di-
rectly control for their data, which can cause the leak of
privacy data. Encryption is an effective method to pro-
tect privacy of users’ data. However, this way loses many
features and can lead to difficult encryption [5, 6, 9, 21].
Especially, how to conduct encrypted data query in un-
trusted cloud environment has aroused people’s attention.

Currently, most ciphertext retrieval schemes do not
support sort search. Especially, under cloud computing
environment with a large scale of data, there may be
lots of documents including one keyword [15, 18]. How
to find the closest document in some documents is diffi-
culty. Many researchers had proposed a lot of schemes
to improve it. Tan [26] proposed a non-circuit based Ci-
phertext Policy-Attribute Based Homomorphic Encryp-
tion scheme to support outsourced cloud data computa-
tions with a fine-grained access control under the multi-
user scenario. First, he incorporated Attribute Based
Encryption scheme into homomorphic encryption scheme
in order to provide a fine-grained access control on en-
crypted data computation and storage. Then, the pro-
posed scheme was further extended into non-circuit based
approach in order to increase the practical efficiency be-
tween enterprise and cloud service providers. The re-
sults had greatly reduced the computation time and ci-
phertext size. But the new scheme had a low retrieval
efficiency. Gong [12] presented an encryption scheme,
based on the composite degree residuosity classes, which
could block chosen ciphertext attack while maintaining
homomorphism. Elhoseny [10] proposed a novel encryp-
tion schema based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography and
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homomorphic encryption to secure data transmission in
WSN. To reduce energy consumption of cluster head, ho-
momorphic encryption was used to allow cluster head to
aggregate the encrypted data without having to decrypt
them. He demonstrated that the proposed method was
capable to work with different sensing environments that
needed to capture text data as well as images. Lu [22]
proposed encryption of all genotype and phenotype data
to maintain the privacy of subjects. Chen [8] analyzed
the secrecy capacity between the source station and the
destination station based on the Shannon third theorem
on channel capacity, which introduced some secure co-
operative communication system. Hou [14] proposed a
robust remote authentication scheme with privacy pro-
tection, which achieved the efficiency. Arup [7] proposed
scheme by using simple Boolean based encryption and de-
cryption of the data files, which was low in computational
cost. Zhang [29] presented a pairing-based multi-user
homomorphic encryption scheme to privately outsource
computation of different users. And there are many other
methods, such as [19, 20, 28]. But retrieval efficiency is
still low in their methods.

Therefore, this paper proposes an efficient and secure
cipher-text retrieval scheme based on mixed homomorphic
encryption and multi-attribute sorting method. This new
scheme can execute distinction sorting according to the
different sorting ways selected by the user, and return
the most suitable retrieval results. From the keywords
local property and global property, multi-attribute sort-
ing comprehensively reflects the document characteristics,
which not only fully considers the difference under the
same keywords in different documents, but ensures the
documents’ quality and authority. Meanwhile, it adopts
fully homomorphic encryption method that not only en-
sures the safety of the user’s data, but can directly execute
addition and multiplication operation for cipher text, this
will greatly improve the retrieval efficiency. Compared
with the existing schemes, it improves the precision with
ensuring data security.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 detailed
introduces ciphertext retrieval model based on multi-
attribute sorting and homomorphic encryption. We give
the experiment analysis in Section 3. There is a conclu-
sion in Section 4.

2 Ciphertext Retrieval Model
Based on Multi-Attribute Sort-
ing and Homomorphic Encryp-
tion

Data has characteristics with frequent using and a large
scale in a cloud computing environment. How to quickly
and accurately find the data you need in this environ-
ment is a very important problem. Obviously, it is in-
appropriate to use a linear search algorithm and public
key encryption algorithm for retrieval process. In that it

needs much logarithmic operation. Though the existing
ciphertext sort search algorithms have small calculation
and high speed, the precision is lower. This paper presents
a data retrieval model based on multi-attribute sorting to
make up for this shortcoming as shown in Figure 1.

From Figure 1, we can know that this new model in-
cludes two main processes: document preprocessing and
cryptograph retrieval correlation sorting. Document pre-
processing is used to extract multi-attribute eigenvector
and construct reverse index. Function of cryptograph re-
trieval correlation sorting is that it adopts multi-attribute
scoring function to calculate the document correlation
score according to user’s retrieval request and return sort-
ing result.

2.1 Determining Keywords

In this step, initial document is as the input. Words will
be separated by segmentation method. It will form result
set K = (k1, · · · , kn) which will be filtered. In this re-
sults, it chooses the keywords that can reflect document
meaning clearly.

2.2 Multi-Attribute Eigenvector Extrac-
tion

Multi-attribute eigenvector extraction is a key step for
document preprocessing. It can extract the multi-
attribute eigenvector of keywords. The followings are
some definitions.

Definition 1. Keyword local property. The contribution
of keyword for document can be affected by local factors.
These influence factors are defined as keyword local prop-
erty, such as TFIDF value, word property, word length
and word position etc.

Definition 2. Keyword global property. It also can be
called document property. The contribution of keyword
for document can be affected by global factors. These in-
fluence factors are defined as keyword local property, such
as document quoted frequency and download number etc.

Definition 3. Local property eigenvector. Eigenvector
using keyword local property can be called local property
eigenvector.

Definition 4. Global property eigenvector. Eigenvector
using keyword global property can be called global property
eigenvector.

Definition 5. Single property eigenvector. If document
eigenvector only uses one keyword property that it can be
called single property eigenvector.

Definition 6. Multi-property eigenvector. It consists of
keyword local property and global property as Figure 2.

The keywords are extracted from document.
Attributes indicate local and global properties.
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Figure 1: Ciphertext retrieval model based on multi-attribute sorting

Figure 2: Document multi-attribute eigenvector

2.3 Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphism is the concept of modern algebra [23].
Supposing < G, · > and < H, ∗ > are two algebra sys-
tems. If ∀a, b ∈ G, then f(a · b) = f(a) ∗ f(b). The f can
be called homomorphic mapping from G to H. Cryptog-
raphy promotes the concept of homomorphic mapping in
modern algebra. Encryption is a mapping from the plain-
text to cryptographic [4]. And if the encryption mapping
is a homomorphic mapping, we can say that it is a homo-
morphic encryption scheme. In this paper, homomorphic
encryption is based on integer modulo arithmetic, its pro-
cesses are described as follows:

• Kengen. Randomly select a P−digit big prime num-
ber as key p.

• Encryption. Randomly select a Q− digit big prime
number q, and P > Q > plaintextlength. Two
random numbers r1 and r2, N = pq. Ciphertext
c = (m+ pr1 + pqr2) mod N .

• Decryption. Plaintext m = c mod p.

Homogeneity analysis. Assuming that two plaintexts m1

and m2, and corresponding ciphertexts c1 and c2. So

c1 = (m1 + pr11 + pqr12) mod N.

c2 = (m2 + pr21 + pqr22) mod N.

Additive homogeneity analysis.

c1 + c2 = (m1 +m2 + p(r11 + r21)

+pq(r12 + r22) mod N

= c(m1 +m2).

Multiplication homogeneity analysis.

c1 · c2 = (m1 ·m2 + pm1r21 + pqm1r22

+pm2r11 + p2r11r21

+p2qr11r22) mod N.

c1 · c2 mod p = m1 ·m2.

In summary, the homomorphic encryption is based
on integer modulo arithmetic, which not only meets
the additive homogeneity, but meets multiplication
homogeneity.

2.4 Reverse Index

Reverse index [16,30] is a data structure used to describe
the relation between keywords set and documents set. It
stores the storage location mapping of keyword in one
document under the full-text retrieval.

The traditional reverse index structure consists of an
index file and an reverse file. The index list is a collection
of all the keywords in the document. It is composed of
all records, each record contains the keywords and key-
words’ corresponding pointer. Pointer points to the cor-
responding logical address in the reverse file. The reverse
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Figure 3: Multi-attribute reverse index

file indicates that which documents contain this keyword,
the frequency information of keywords and addresses set
of these documents. Our new reverse index model is as
Figure 3. According to multi-attribute eigenvectors, it
will change the single attribute keyword frequency in tra-
ditional reverse file as multi-attribute including keyword
frequency, location, indexed frequency etc.

2.5 Score Function of Document

Multi-attribute score function is adopted to execute rele-
vance sorting. Score function can calculate the correlation
score between retrieval word and a document.

In our new model, the relevance score computing is
according to local property and global property. Due
to the different importance degree of attribute, we in-
troduce attribute weight. For example, for attribute
(ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρn) of keyword K, its corresponding weight
value (o1, o1, · · · , on), and

∑n
1 oi = 1. Therefore, at-

tribute score function of our new scheme can be defined
as:

score =

n∑
i=1

ρi × oi. (1)

Where oi is the weight of attribute ρi, which can be
dynamic adaptively adjusted according to different sort
methods.

3 Experience Analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of new scheme, we make
comparison experiments under MATLAB environment.

First, we select evaluation criteria: Recall rate (RE),
Precision rate(PE) and MAP (Mean of Average Preci-

sion).

RE =
SRE

TRE
. (2)

PE =
SRE

TNE
. (3)

MAP =

r∑
i

1

r
. (4)

Where SRE and TRE denote system retrieved relevant
files and total number of relevant files respectively. TNE
is the total number of retrieved files. If the retrieved file
is closer to the top, the MAP is likely to rank higher.

Second, we select 50 papers from Google Scholar and
set global attribute for all papers. When constructing
retrieve model, each paper will be preprocessed. We
set title, content, keywords and summary as retrieve
information. CP-ABHER-LWE [27], HACC [17] and
ECCH [13] are compared with our method (abbreviated
to HEMAS) to show the better results of our scheme un-
der the same experiment environment.

It conducts same query in single attribute cryptograph
retrieval system and multi-attribute cryptograph retrieval
system and returns to the results of top 20, 30, 40. Table 1
presents the results. It can be seen that our method is
better than other three schemes.

Table 1: Experimental evaluation results

Index CP-ABHER-LWE HACC ECCH HEMAS
RE 93.4% 95.8% 94.5% 96.8%
PE 94.6% 96.2% 95.5% 98.4%

MAP 94.9% 96.1% 94.9% 97.5%

Similarly, it conducts same query in single attribute
cryptograph retrieval system and multi-attribute crypto-
graph retrieval system and returns to the results of top
10, 20, 30, 40. Table 2 is the retrieval time comparison.
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Figure 4: Precision comparison with new scheme

From the table, the retrieval time is greatly reduced with
new scheme.

Table 2: Retrieval time

CP-ABHER
Index -LWE HACC ECCH HEMAS

Top 10 188ms 190ms 205ms 163ms
Top 20 191ms 192ms 208ms 164ms
Top 30 193ms 193ms 212ms 166ms
Top 40 195ms 195ms 214ms 168ms

We only make experiment with our new method using
different attributes: one attribute, two attributes, four
attributes as shown in Figure 4.

We can see that precision will become more higher
with the increasing of attribute. In summary, this pa-
per proposes the efficient and secure cipher-text retrieval
scheme based on mixed homomorphic encryption and
multi-attribute sorting method under cloud environment,
which is effectiveness for improving retrieval accuracy
rate.

3.1 Performance Analysis

We also make a comparison to CP-ABHER-LWE [27],
HACC [17] and ECCH [13] with our HEMAS method.
The following is the explanation of symbols in this section:
p: bilinear operation. e: exponent operation. s: point
multiplication operation in G1. |G1|: the element length
of corresponding group. |m|: the length of message. |U |:
the length of user identity.

Table 3 shows the calculation about the four algo-
rithms. And we can know that users with HEMAS only
need one pairing operation and one point multiplication
operation in Homomorphic encryption stage less than CP-
ABHER-LWE, HACC and ECCH. In Reverse index stage,
HEMAS needs 2n − 1 pairing operations obviously su-
perior to ECCH. The pairing operation number is more
than CP-ABHER-LWE, HACC and ECCH. In that our
new scheme dose not need exponent operation, the total

calculation is superior to CP-ABHER-LWE, HACC and
ECCH when n is big.

In order to specifically analyze running time, we use
the A type elliptic curve to test in jpbc database. Then
we record the running time with the above schemes as
table4 from MATLAB platform.

Table 4 shows that the running time with our new
scheme is less than other schemes. It is the optimal
scheme.

4 Conclusions

We present a mixed retrieval scheme in this paper, which
shows the following merits.

1) Fast retrieval speed. The new scheme only needs
to search the safety index list that is very suitable for
the data with a large scale in the cloud environment.

2) Less calculation. Due to homomorphic encryption,
it greatly decreases the calculation time.

3) Precision improved. This scheme introduces
multi-attribute eigenvectors including keywords
global properties and local properties, which makes
comprehensive evaluation for documents from several
aspects, so as to return the most relevant documents.

4) Shorten retrieval time. In that the precision of
score computing greatly reduces the sorting time, so
retrieval time is reduced too.
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